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Devotionalism, Material Culture, and the Personal in Greek Religion

K.A. Rask

Introduction

1 In the late twentieth century, the general consensus among scholars of Greek religion held ritual to be the central, most powerful act. According to Marcel Detienne, “for nearly ten centuries, guided by immutable cultic statutes, the Greeks never failed to maintain relations with the divine powers through the highly ritualized killing of animal victims...” Yet the longevity and coherence that Detienne saw in ritual can likewise be found in the individual practice of leaving objects in shrines. Some archaeologists, faced with thousands upon thousands of physical offerings (a number that dramatically increases with every excavation), characterized Greek practice as “votive religion.”

2 Many studies of Greek religion have glossed over personal devotion and instead emphasized ritualization and the social forces at work underlying Greek practice. It has been difficult for some excavators to fully embrace these models because the very method of inquiry directs our attention to artifacts in shrines. These items speak to us of individuals and personal devotion, topics deserving of greater discussion and theorization. This paper addresses this need in two ways, in order to provide an alternative conceptualization of Greek religion that takes into account the personal and the material. First it presents a model for conceptualizing individual experience that turns the discussion away from sociological interpretations, which have otherwise dominated the literature. Second, it does this by focusing on materiality in devotion to the gods and the absolutely essential role of physical things.

3 Greek votive offerings and the personal stories behind them received detailed attention from William Rouse already in 1902. Over a hundred years later, we continue to struggle with fundamental problems of definition and typology. While contextualizing ‘votives’ within historical and religious circumstances bears the brunt of much academic discussion, attempts to theorize Greek religion in a way that sufficiently accounts for
embodied actors interacting with material things has received less focus. There are a number of forces that have shaped the current state of our discussion, such as the textual predisposition in studies of religion (not to mention classical studies), judgments concerning the superiority of immaterial topics over the material in religion, and, on a more practical level, limited access to archaeological evidence owing to the scattered nature of excavation reports across international and linguistic divides. On top of these methodological problems, we cannot truly reconstruct the place of objects deposited in sanctuaries until we step back and find a religious framework that successfully accounts for material culture and the many ways that individuals experience things as they attempt to make and react to religious worlds. In an effort to do so, I will explore material culture as ‘media’ of ‘material religion,’ following the recent turn in history of religions. In so doing, I will highlight personal interactions with divinities, an experiential element of Greek religion that could use further attention.

Defining Greek Religion, Personal Experience, and Votive Religion

Over the last three decades, studies of Greek religion have described it in terms of the civic, the public, and the ritualized. Most attention has been given to the notion of polis-religion, popularized in the work of Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood, who in 1990 posited that “the polis anchored, legitimated, and mediated all religious activity.” The close link formulated between religion and the polis nevertheless has a long history in scholarship, traced back to Numa Denis Fustel de Coulanges, dubbed the “first modern sociologist of religion.” Fustel argued that, in Greece and Rome, forms of social organization and religion were tied together in a paralleled evolutionary development. For historians and sociologists, state formation, with its polis, Bronze Age palace, or nation-state, acted as the pinnacle in an evolutionist and ‘natural’ march towards civilization.

While Fustel saw the city as the organizing social force of the advanced stages of Greek life, the more recent spotlight on the polis by historians of Greek religion received impetus from the success and vast output of the Copenhagen Polis Project (1993–2003). In response to the Copenhagen Polis Project, historians of religion began to address the institutional nature of Greek religion and the civic structures that it might embody. Additionally, as Jan Bremmer notes, Sourvinou-Inwood’s understanding of polis-religion likewise arose out of sociologist Clifford Geertz’s definition of religion as “a system of symbols” that formulate “conceptions of a general order of existence.” This semiotic reading recently underwent update by Julia Kindt.

In addition to the civic and institutional component, Greek religion is frequently theorized as something inherently public. Fustel’s student, Emile Durkheim, emphasized the communal and the collective experience of worship; his work would have a lasting effect on later generations of historians of Greek religion. For example, Walter Burkert saw Greek religion as “public religion to an extreme degree.” Religious activity, expressed in communal and public terms, therefore found its location in formalized ritual. This treatment of public religious articulation was in keeping with interest in ritual as an object of academic inquiry, an interest which has grown dramatically over the last century and has been cross-disciplinary in nature. Classical studies generally explores
formalized action as a phenomenon of ‘public’ religion that can be observed in, for example, the essential idioms of procession, sacrifice, and prayer.¹⁷

The recurrent themes of civic, public, and ritualized activity within religious studies, of course, relates to our desire to clearly classify and define Greek ‘religion.’ A practical concern for such classifications appear likewise in what has been dubbed the ‘archaeology of ritual,’ an archaeological paradigm which considers artifacts and their stratigraphic context as ‘religious’ or ‘sacred’ primarily if they can be connected to ritual activity.¹⁸ This empiricist and scientific approach struggles to clarify the conceptual boundary between what-is-religious and what-isn’t using physical remains. Still, despite this recent attempt, the prominence given to ritual as the most significant part of Greek religion generally undermines any theoretical consideration of physical offerings for the simple reason that few textual references to any rituals associated with dedications survive. By default, because of the sparse literary evidence, the significance of giving offerings is lessen in theoretical analysis.¹⁹ At any rate, if true Greek religion lies in ritual and ritual is especially public in nature, then the role of private offerings mostly falls to the wayside.

**Personal Religion and Acceptable Interactions with Gods**

In both antiquity and in modern literature, personal relationships with divinities have run invariably, and sometimes unknowingly, into debates about what constitutes acceptable interactions with holy figures. As an example, the abundant material culture associated with Greek sanctuaries has been variously interpreted during these efforts to delve into personal piety. Indeed, votive practice does encourages us to emphasize the interaction between the person presenting an object and its recipient.²⁰ Over the years, however, in studies of ancient religion the act of seeking out divinities for divine help on specific issues has been evaluated with some ambivalence. Descriptions frequently characterize the act of approaching holy figures for aid with ‘materialist’ concerns, embodied in the oft-quoted Latin formulation *do ut des* and the Greek *kharis*, as ‘transactional.’²¹ Many scholars have attempted to whitewash the perceived commercial nature of the relationship between men and gods, some authors explaining away the materialistic side of Greek religious reciprocity or otherwise vaguely indicating that it is in fact not a bad thing. Henk Versnel used the term ‘egoism’ (self-interest) to describe “the request for health, happiness and wealth” and, although he remarked it was “not necessarily negative or damaging,” he immediately proceeded to enumerate its “truly aggressive forms,” i.e., cursing.²²

Readers of ancient Greek literature will recognize the contours of this argument and the implied viewpoints about proper interaction with the gods. As Richard Seaford finds in ancient literature, “reciprocity between humans and deities comes to seem problematic because it to some extent has been reconceived in terms of the (more mechanical and impersonal) process of commercial exchange.”²³ For Plato, human overemphasis on reciprocity went beyond into the realm of *asebeia* (‘impiety’).²⁴ Furthermore, a major concern for Plato was the unmonitored and unsanctioned religious activity of individuals; he firmly supported institutional jurisdiction. Ostensibly this was because it was not possible to scrutinize para-institutional activity for religious incorrectness and it was thus a potential danger to the surrounding population at large. Undeniably, fear of divine repercussions resulting from the impiety of others is a recurrent theme in Classical discourse. Plato pr
posed laws to curtail individual religious autonomy, since he deeply distrusted, and was in fact rather exasperated with, personal religious activities of the type he describes thus: yet it is customary for all women especially, and for sick folk everywhere, and those in peril or in distress (whatever the nature of the distress), and conversely for those who have had a slice of good fortune, to dedicate whatever happens to be at hand at the moment, and to vow sacrifices and promise the founding of shrines to gods and demi-gods and children of gods; and through terrors caused by waking visions or by dreams, and in like manner as they recall many visions and try to provide remedies for each of them, they are wont to found altars and shrines, and to fill with them every house and every village, and open places, too, and every spot which was the scene of such experiences. (Laws 10.909e–910a)

Besides his worries about uncontrolled private devotion and his philosophical impatience, Plato's criticism of these religious manifestations can be tied to a rhetorical dichotomy that would go on to maintain a long and spirited life in theological discourse. Peter Brown describes the rhetorical dichotomy between 'mature,' 'enlightened' forms of religion and their opposite 'vulgar' popular practices, calling it the 'two-tiered model' of religion. When researching saints and martyrs in late antiquity, Brown found in early Christian literature a later form of the Classical rhetoric and one almost exclusively present in the works of 'elite' writers who derided the 'vulgar' practices of the poor, the uneducated, and women. Brown emphasized the class and social tension evidenced by this two-tiered red dichotomy.

Fundamental to this tension was a dynamic of power that, it has been argued, suffuses many modern theological and secular analyses of religion. Robert Orsi warns, "these are issues of power — the power of our theories of 'religion' to constitute some ideas and practices as religious and others not, some practices and perspectives as essential to a particular religious and cultural world and others marginal." We find an echo in our use of archaeological evidence. Our reconstructions of personal experience — so often contrasted with 'official' polis-religion — must be wary of these entrenched predispositions. The forces that have shaped and influenced our own conversation on Greek religion — what evidence is favored and what has been missed — continue to maintain a hold on our discourse.

**Personal Religious Experience in Greece**

Secondary literature exhibits a growing awareness of the need to deal with the personal. For example, several recent attempts aim to legitimate the experience of the individual and to investigate the realities of private or 'personal' religion.

Historically, reconstructions identified individuality and staunch devotion as a fifth-century phenomenon, tied to what Katherine Waldner calls "the rather overplayed 'discovery of the individual.' " It behooves us to wonder, from a methodological standpoint, if this is actually an issue of source material connected to the gradual increase in preserved texts and inscriptions, rather than a concrete chronological reality. Andrea Purvis' 2003 *Singular dedications: founders and innovators of private cults in Classical Greece* proved an important step forward in the discussion. Her study explored individuals who had, for various reasons and through various means, founded 'private' cults. Purvis also recognized that "piety and personal devotion" were evident in several other arenas of religious "individualism": domestic/household cult, religious associations like orgeones and thiasoi, mysteries, and activities of idiotai (private individuals) such as the dedication of votives. As for the
establishment of shrines, Purvis made several significant observations that will become important in our later discussion: there was no particular pattern in the type of god honored, since the decision seems to have been specific to the founder’s needs while simultaneously incorporating the local religious circumstances; there was an informality in the way the founder and future worshippers were expected to engage the spirits, marked by open invitations to all passersby and a conspicuous lack of institutionalizing decrees and rules; immigrants and the socially marginalized were very prominent in private foundations and social status/wealth did not lessen an individual’s consequence within a shrine, as it might have in more publicly-recognized cults.

These studies are crucial to an improved understanding of ancient Greek religion, but it should be noted that there is a danger in searching for the ‘private’ as a structural opposition to ‘public’ practice, since they are inextricably related. Fritz Graf warns of the ‘limits of individualization,’ given that choices made by individuals “had to resonate with the wider group at whose centre, or in whose margins, these [individuals] were…” Our reconstructions of ancient personal engagement with the divine, especially when viewed through the lens of textual sources, repeatedly stumbles against the dialectic of authority and acceptance by the wider group. For this reason, the present study aims not to explore the individual in opposition to the public or polis, but rather to consider personal experience.

It seems, then, that in these ancient and modern accounts about private interactions with divine figures, there is a great deal at stake. The ‘genealogy’ of our discourse on Greek personal religion certainly warrants further attention and debate. For now, I hope to have shown that there are numerous reasons that the time is ideal for a fresh look at personal piety and devotion in ancient Greece, with special consideration for materiality and religious experience.

Devotionalism, Material Religion, and Divine Presence

In order to explore how religion manifests in the personal lives of individuals, studies of religious traditions outside the classical world have moved away from sociological frameworks towards something more phenomenological. The ‘experience’ of individuals and personal ways of “making and unmaking worlds” increasingly serve as topics of debate. In an effort to move beyond the constraints of ‘popular’ and ‘official’ as designations, focus on ‘lived religion’ instead has emphasized embodied practice within a material world.

These approaches encourage a different means for exploring how ancient Greek people experienced the gods on a personal and emotional level. For example, Robert Orsi views religion as something interpersonal, defining it “not as a web of meanings but of relationships between heaven and earth.” His work questions how people managed to engage divine figures on their own terms. He highlights ‘devotionalism’, a way of religious being that stresses individual agency and the personal concerns of practitioners (the very thing that Plato criticized). Orsi describes it as “people’s direct engagement with sacred figures amid the quotidianti circumstances of life,” outside of institutional control and organized ritual. In the context of his historical and cultural moment of study, he calls it “that array of practices, objects, liquids, images, ceremonies, and gestures by which Catholics engaged the presence of God and the saints in the spaces and times of everyday life.”
Part of that experience is the realness of divine presence; for devotees the holy is “really real” and “existentially present.” According to Orsi, devotionalism made the divine really there in the everyday lives of individuals. The on-going relationship people and sacred figures formed with one another was emotionally charged and personal, aided by the ability of men and women to identify with the inhabitants of heaven based on shared appearance and life-experiences. People approached these powerful figures on issues of great emotional importance and at moments of distress, seeking direct and tangible aid. The idioms (or methods) of devotion might shift with historical circumstances, but narrative (religious storytelling) often played an important means for the creation of religious worlds. Because of the individualized nature of people’s engagement with divine presence, it was frequently outside the direct control of religious institutions and hierarchies. Also present in relationships with friends, family, and wider communities, devotionalism allowed individuals to dispute social expectations and pressures while it also reinforced them.

This, then, is the phenomenon of devotionalism, a religious mode that implies a close relationship between gods and worshipers, a relationship marked by mutual affection and obligation. The emphasis on personal interactions ostensibly links this scholarly approach to sociological interpretations and brings us back to Durkheim; indeed, as David Hall notes, the trend toward ‘lived religion’ in the United States borrowed its name from French sociologists use of the phrase ‘la religion vécue.’ While scholars studying how religion appears in daily life use a variety of other methods, such as ethnography and cultural history, Orsi’s work is also in keeping with phenomenological interests, especially its concern with embodied and emplaced individuals experiencing a material world.

With this ‘materialist turn’ by historians of religion has come an interest in things. Especially inspired by the work of Colleen McDannell, a groundswell of attention probed the role of ‘devotional media’ in religion, with the term ‘material religion’ gaining in popularity. Rather than emphasizing ‘high art’ or the expensive commissioned votives set up by someone such as the Athenian Xenokrateia, scholarship about material religion more often considers the “unpretentious, even trivial.” Studies of devotional media enable the “close examination of the physical, sensual, corporeal, and phenomenal world.”

There are many reasons, then, to think that such a devotional and material angle might be useful in illuminating some aspects of Greek religion. I should note, however, that many studies of ‘material religion’ focus on Christian examples. Study of the ancient religious realm has long struggled to keep a distance between the ancient object of examination and modern Western scholars, especially in an effort to avoid applying Christian models and assumptions to an entirely different historical situation. We have not always been successful. Nevertheless, careful comparative analysis has much to offer historians of ancient religions.

Given the patchy nature of our ancient sources, it is impossible to determine the extent to which this sort of religious feeling and manifestation appeared in ancient Greece. Still, some devotional elements do remain apparent in Greek traditions, so that reconsidering personal experience in this light supplies an alternative to previous examinations of Greek practice, with several benefits. By highlighting everyday life and the very real religious needs of individuals, it problematizes the generally accepted concepts of ritual and sacred space. Instead of stressing culture as a system and the polis as a mostly static
institutions, the model of devotion is appealing because it reveals contested and marginalized figures, subversion, and the individual’s struggle to seek a certain amount of religious agency while engaging holy figures. Finally, this approach emphasizes the physicality of the religious experience and especially the role of material culture.

As I will show below, the evidence from ancient Greece reveals many devotional elements in individual interactions with sacred figures, who were present in the everyday worlds of devotees. These relationships were complex and can be found beyond traditionally conceived sacred spaces and ritual times. As such, in what follows, I will first present evidence that illuminates the ‘personal’ as an aspect of ancient Greek devotionalism. Thereafter, I will more closely address the issue of material culture and its connection to devotion in everyday life.

**Devotionalism in Classical Greece**

Our sources suggest that religion happened not just in the rituals and at the shrines of sacred beings, but also in the way people imagined their relationships with the gods, in the stories that they told about those relationships, in the ever present *kharis*, and the presence of sacred beings in daily life.

Indeed, a crucial component of Greek religion can be observed in the relationships people (and communities) formed with divinities. Certainly there is language that supports the interpersonal aspect of ancient experience, given that even piety and impiety were considered relational in a number of texts: inscriptions declare one impious, for example, with respect to another, whether a god or sanctuary. The choice to apply terms of piety or impiety to others reinforces ancient desires to define who was (or was not) properly religious, and in most cases appear as efforts of institutional or ‘official’ control.

Abundant evidence reveals, however, that on many occasions individuals were capable of accessing sacred powers on their own, without institutional interference or mediating figures. Instead, people might set their own terms of engagement with invisible powers. A decree from the Amphiareion at Oropos indicates that private individuals were perfectly capable of sacrificing to the hero on their own, without a mediating priest or other civic institution. Menander’s old woman, independently visiting local shrines and sacrificing daily, evocatively portrays personal agency and loyal devotion. In Athens, participation in the emotionally draining Adonia seems to have been a matter of personal choice, while otherwise disenfranchised immigrants established a number of private shrines. Moreover, material culture provided a rich medium that manifested and testified to relationships with divine figures, as well as to celebrate the honor and identity that such personal relationships fostered.

Indeed, votives and offerings provided ancient Greeks with a way to mark a relationship with special powers, but also served a means for expressing narratives about that experience. Archaeology and inscriptions reveal the individual’s (sometimes brief and not always well-received) power and agency in ‘making religious worlds,’ as well as the importance and versatility of narrative in these efforts. Even when not testing institutional limits, narrative provided individuals with a place to play a leading role in the telling of their own religious story and understanding of the divine. Religious storytelling can be found in the memories of past rituals told by parents (such as Isaeus’ Ciron) who trained children in proper religious comportment, in the tales told by old
nurses and mothers to infants, in the images woven by women into tapestries and fabric, in the chronicle plaques posted after seeing Trophonius at Lebadeia, or the images offered at shrines that represented and recorded divine encounters.

The gods were present in these stories and at the location of storytelling itself, at the altars with attentive parents, by the beds of infants, near the weaving basket and loom. Certainly, it is well-recognized that in Greek religious thought, sacred presence and absence carried important theological and philosophical significance. Secondary literature on the subject today tends to emphasize a Platonic and Kantian dualism of the mind and body, the physical and spiritual, especially when postulating distinctions in forms of presence: in cult statues, in ‘manifestation,’ in epiphany, and the god being really there. Certainly a tension can be found in Greek antiquity between religious terms for presence, concepts of purity, and accepted rules for sacred space, in contrast to the imaginations of those pulling the gods rather closer in their daily lives. Beyond the more concrete divine manifestations, however, “the reality of the unseen” existed in all the places that an individual might think on and tell of the gods. That is part of religion, too, after all.

Likewise, the gods could be found within the relationships individuals built, maintained, and destroyed with others, especially family. Families and the oikos developed their own close and intimate interactions with particular deities, both with and in addition to spirits intimately located at the home. The gods were there at the house, after all: Apollo Agieus at the door, Hestia at the hearth, Zeus in the courtyard and pantry. As for the family, parents and their children performed devotional acts or set up cult equipment together and such bonds were frequently intergenerational, linking family members across time. Vows fulfilled by children on behalf of their parents, seen, for example, in the fourth-century statue dedicated by the Parian woman Krino on Delos for her father, are often mentioned in this context.

The mutual relationship between mortals and the powerful beings with whom they interacted is frequently characterized by the concept of kharis. Kharis translates roughly as ‘delight, a pleasing thing’ and has the sense of ‘favor’ or, more precisely, ‘good turn.’ It lies at the heart of what scholars view as Greek religious reciprocity. The term frequently appears in the formulaic language of dedicatory inscriptions and in prayers of direct address to the gods. The idea of recompense and good turns suggests a world in which people and invisible figures entered into a relationship which included the assumption of ongoing future interactions. Robert Parker is adamant: “almost the whole of Greek cultic practice is in fact founded … on the belief or hope that reciprocity of this kind is a reality.”

The sense of reciprocity so evident in literature and epigraphical sources, however, often went beyond the ‘transactional’ towards exceptionally intimate and sentimental attachments. The idea of a protective divinity personally concerned with a human worshipper was already apparent in the Homeric poems, and Mary Lefkowitz comments that Sappho “describes a relationship with Aphrodite that appears to be both intense and personal.” Textual references refer to daimones and other sorts of helpful, and personal, spirits, while the visual arts show gods watching over their worshippers, much as Athena does with her potters. Those practicing Orphic or Bacchic burials hoped for a “closeness to the divine” that included divine protection in the afterlife. Equally close were those gods who came in dreams, described hovering at the shoulders of the dreamers with gentle smiles; in inscriptions, they were parastatai, gods who ‘stood beside’ their worshippers. Not only were such interactions marked by genuine affection, but there c
ould be a physical aspect as well, with the divine figure touching the human figure with a
hand.\textsuperscript{70} Anja Klöckner comments, “the closeness of the human-divine encounter finds its
clearest expression when a god touches humans.”\textsuperscript{71}

But, as with all relationships, the emotionally-charged interaction with sacred powers
could become fraught with anxiety and tension.\textsuperscript{72} Thucydides notes that during the plag-
eue in Athens many people gave up worshipping the gods altogether, since the gods did
not seem to be answering Athenian prayers; yet, simultaneously, the plague-ridden despe-
rately sought divine help, even camping in sanctuaries.\textsuperscript{73} Anger at perceived divine unfair-
ness was real and for humans the interaction with invisible beings could be stained by
disappointment and bitterness just as much as adoration. Certainly the gods were known
to castigate, whether through the diseases attributed to them in the Hippocratic Corpus
or the catastrophic punishments for the impiety of an individual.\textsuperscript{74} Greeks understood
that sacred beings could and did turn away from human appeals, rejecting sacrifices and
offerings, leaving their shrines empty and filled with palpable absence. As Menander
reports, it was not impossible to hear someone state “I sacrificed and the gods paid me no
heed.”\textsuperscript{75} In turn, humans might respond by ignoring a god’s shrine (absence).

In or out of shrines, humans and divine figures, whether gods, heroes, or daimones, were
present to one another in a variety of places. Certainly shrines provided a ‘pure’ and
‘official’ location for these moments of encounter to occur, sometimes with the shrine
itself acting as a physical record of such a moment in the past.\textsuperscript{76} The shrines of the gods,
heroes, and spirits littered urban space, with Athens itself a network of small, meaningful
spots among which humans went about their lives.\textsuperscript{77} Yet men and women kept holy
figures close and present in a variety of ways, beyond the clearly defined confines of
sacred space. Images of the gods travelled with humans in the form of rings, seals, and
other amulets, while the gods could be called upon whenever humans needed assurance,
regardless of where they might be. Prayer seems to have occurred in all manner of loca-
les, since “it was perfectly possible to pray on one’s own wherever one happened to be.”\textsuperscript{78}

Hymns brought the gods closer; Xenophon paints an evocative picture when he describes
Cyrus’ frightened soldiers singing to remind themselves of the patron spirits who gave
them strength.\textsuperscript{79}

Dreams were another imagined landscape wherein gods, men, and women came together.
A large number of inscriptions testify to the dedication of objects celebrating the fact that
a holy figure spoke personally through dreams.\textsuperscript{80} Not only were dreams the places where
gods made promises to the devout, but it was also in dreams that divine figures banished
illness. Dreams could thus become the site of answered prayers. These dream interactions
were certainly some of the most private and personal that an individual could have with a
holy figure, which enabled a measure of religious independence, if you will. Even in those
cases when incubation occurred at an established shrine amongst doctors, priests, and
other sick people, these barriers did not come between the god and the devotee. Personal
encounters between people and holy figures in the presence of the sanctuary apparatus
point to a tension between intercession and individual access to gods and heroes.

While the debate about the needs and desires of the gods raged in philosophical
discussions, there seems to have been a real belief that the reciprocal relationship betwee
n devotees and spirits was beneficial and desired by both. Holy figures entreated
worshippers to establish shrines, reflecting the gods’ desire for recognition and honor.\textsuperscript{81}
Individuals sought help from the gods in response to the personal realities of life; they a
sked for help or advice on specific topics connected to their own experience and family,
frequently with respect to emotionally charged issues. Often requests were of a financial nature or related to economic well-being and business prospects. The intimate relationship between Aphrodite, sailors, their safety at sea, and their ultimate financial success appears in abundant evidence from the Archaic period and after. At Dodona, one man asked, ‘should I take up sheep-farming?’ The answers to these questions had very real consequences for the people involved; the uncertainty and fear behind the questions is at times palpable, as financial and economic well-being was often directly tied to a family’s safety and survival.

People often approached the gods on behalf of family members, again reflecting the fact that the gods were there within a multiplicity of relationships. One might build a relationship with a god not for oneself, but for another. Offerings made ὑπὲρ τινος (‘on behalf of’) are well documented, whether via animal sacrifice or, for example, dedications of clothing on behalf of girls experiencing their first menstrual period. One might ask the gods to intervene in distressing relationships with other humans. The fourth-century philosopher Epicurus is credited with saying, “if the god were complying with the prayers of men, then all men would be perishing more quickly because they are constantly praying for many harsh things against one another.”

Exploring the personal experiences of people as they went about their lives shows that they were able to interact with the gods outside of the institutions and structures of the city-state. Besides this para-institutional behavior, our sources indicate that people engaged the gods on matters of deeply personal, often private, and emotionally-charged issues. Out of these encounters, relationships with the gods might become rather intimate and certainly touched with strong sentiments. One’s relationships with the gods was also closely tied to relationships with others. The question for us, then, concerns how material expressions of human feeling towards the gods appear in the archaeological record.

Devotees in a Material World: Archedamus and Pantakles

Many of the examples just presented showcase religious experiences that occur outside of the public stage or in moments that are not highly ritualized in the manner often associated with festivals, processions, and explicitly monitored situations. While women, men, and children negotiated and developed relationships with divinities in a way that was directly relevant to their own personal affairs, they also publicly declared their devotion and great affection for sacred figures. Beyond traditional votives, one could honor the gods through other media and expressions, such as labor or storytelling, whether verbally or visually. These are more informal activities, evident in two cases that receive frequent mention in secondary literature and which illustrate devotionalism at work: the cases of Archedamus and Pantakles.

I argue that one could show one’s devotion not just with material offerings but with the work (and results) of one’s own hand. Daily maintenance of shrines is a prime example of personal piety without overtly public, communal, or formalized elements. The dedication
of one’s labor as a devotional act is strikingly illustrated by Archedamus, a Theran immigrant living in Attica, who set up a shrine to the Nymphs at Vari, carving his own portrait (brandishing stoneworking tools) with other reliefs in a cave (Fig. 1). As Purvis comments, “the carving of Archedamus and the repetition of his name beside it, together with the inscriptions claiming that he was responsible for the work, give the immediate impression that he was proud of the physical labor of his accomplishment...” His establishment of a garden also served as an offering. Cultivating gardens in shrines physically and materially manifested affection; the garden’s maintenance, as a form of repeated devotional activity, deserves much greater study.

Another set of inscriptions referring to the caretaking of a shrine and garden in Thessaly preserves the story of Pantakles, and it dates to the fifth and fourth centuries. Once again the labor of one’s hands, the time spent caring for the shrine, the efforts to maintain the plant life, all attest to a privileged, intimate, and steadfast sort of devotion. The Pantakles inscriptions serve as narrative testimonials, describing a personal connection to the divinities. His story, carved into the wall of the cave, says:

Good Fortune. Welcome all visitors, each female and male, men and women, alike boys and girls, to this place sacred to Nymphs, Pan and Hermes, to Lord Apollo and Herakles and followers. This is the cave of Chiron and Asklepios and Hygieia. To them belong this whole place, and the most sacred things within it, those that grow and the tablets and dedications and the numerous gifts. The nymphs made Pantakles a distinguished man. The nymphs who tread upon this land, they made him their overseer. He helped these plants grow and shaped things with his hands; they in turn gave him a generous living for all his days. Herakles gave him strength and arete and power, with which he struck these stones and built them up. Apollo and his son Hermes give health and a good living through all the age. Pan gives him laughter and fun and a justified hybris; Chiron granted him to be wise and a poet. Now go on up with good fortune; sacrifice, all of you; say your prayers; enjoy yourself. For forgetfulness of all cares is here and your share of good things, and victory in strife.

This inscription testifies to the benefits and blessings that each of the honored powers provided Pantakles. Furthermore, the inscription wonderfully exhibits the idea of kharis and reciprocity. Pantakles’ description is part tit-for-tat, listing what he gave and what the gods returned: Pantakles tended the shrine’s garden, so the Nymphs blessed him with good fortune; Herakles blessed Pantakles with strength, which in turn enabled Pantakles to physically construct the shrine. Both human success and divine benevolence are inextricably linked; one cannot exist without the other.

Through the telling of Pantakles’ story, the testimonial addresses not only his benefactors in the inscription, but also other worshippers. It calls on all types of people to use the shrine as he had, and entreats others to equally enjoy communion with the divine. It gives agency to those passing by. The inscription is a powerful expression of devotion and the web of relationships between individuals — even strangers — and the powers they adored.

Through their physical remains, these two examples illustrate how divine figures and humans might foster relationships and how such connections and bonds were manifested materially. Each example originated in a shrine, however, and therefore tells us little about religious material culture in day-to-day life beyond sacred locales. Instead, a prime example of a mundane, cheap, and anonymous item that also serves as devotional media can be found in the hands of Classical Athenian women. Fabric sashes and ribbons provide a case-study for investigating the issue of everyday devotionalism. In an effort to highlight these ‘unpretentious’ expressions of materiality and devotion, I will now turn to
visual representations of fabric sashes, which not only reveal an everyday, versatile type of devotional media, but which also pinpoint more details about those with whom Greeks interacted in their religious activity.

**A Case Study: Fabric Garlands, Everyday Life, and Relationships with the Invisible Dead**

Observation of material culture reveals that, in fact, some of the idioms of devotionalism observed in interactions with the gods also appear in interactions with the dead. Attention to depictions of the material culture associated with these activities shows that *tainiai* and *stemmata* (ribbons and fabric garlands) were especially ubiquitous at such moments and were part of the way that people developed and maintained relationships with those who had passed on. Both texts and visual representations reveal that when it came to the religious lives of Greek women, death played a major part. For a variety of reasons (e.g., pollution), women were tasked with some of the most significant activities associated with corpses and the honoring of the deceased.

From a practical standpoint, we can observe some repeated patterns in the manner in which Athenians interacted with invisible beings — both divinities and dead relatives. After all, a character in an Aristophanes fragment tells us bluntly, "we sacrifice to them with offerings, just as we do to the gods. We also make libations and ask them to send good things our way." Archaeological evidence suggests that a number of similarities existed in the practices that occurred at fifth-century gravesides and those within shrines, including animal sacrifice, the pouring of libations, and the presentation of votive imagery. This material culture encourages us to reframe the mortal/immortal debate, since it enables us to step away from the traditional emphasis on the nature and character of invisible powers and instead to consider the actions and needs of human mortals. Funerary practice involved (among other things) properly engaging such now invisible figures. Alan Shapiro remarks that white-ground *lekythoi* functioned as a "form of personal communication and communion between the surviving family and the loved one into whose tomb they were placed." Indeed, he notes that "the union between the [deceased] and their survivors is increasingly stressed on *lekythoi* that may have gone into the tomb of yet another family member." In other words, the visual imagery of this period emphasizes relationships and interactions between the dead and the living, a theme that we have likewise observed in the arts set up in sanctuaries.

Texts allude to the devotional use of *tainiai* and *stemmata*, but especially significant in their study are funerary vessels and other Attic pottery from the fifth century. Robert Parker described these garlands as a "mundane instance of the practical diffusion of sacredness." He sees them as symbols of the sacred, as 'emblems.' But these items are not simply semiotic markers or even, in an anthropological sense, an agent and conveyer of the sacred. There is more here than a simple switch between the sacred and the profane.

Shapiro has argued that fifth-century funerary vessels represent the 'popular' representation of death, in contrast to the 'official' representation to be found on sculptured gravestones, attesting once more to a rhetorical discourse in religion, as well as Verity Platt’s ‘visual theology’ in action. Important for us, however, is the fact that
lekythoi emphasize the ‘quiet intimacy’ of funerary activities, a lack of overt spectacle, and the presence of women.104

It has been remarked that the ribbon was “the most common offering” to be left at the grave;105 this must be true with respect to frequency and to cost. These fabric strips were tied around or draped upon the grave markers,106 an activity depicted on lekythoi from the second half of the fifth century.

On a particularly stunning vase (Fig. 2),107 two grave stelai are literally covered in fabric garlands. The differences in color, pattern and thickness create a visual narrative in which the tomb is visited over and over again; the scraps of cloth look back to singular devotional acts repeated on multiple occasions. The adult female ties her fabric sash, effectively tying herself and her act to each of the other frayed sashes on the gravestone; this creates a continuum of identical devotional moments, each one an acknowledgement of loss, obligation, and respect. Although carried out by women as they honored and appeased the dead, the build-up of tainiai served to create a visible monument of offerings, a multiple conglomerate of singular acts, all clear evidence for attentive community members about proper graveside tending.

Together with other media, garlands were carried to the tomb in baskets; although sometimes born by males, Athenian vase painters mostly depicted females preparing and transporting them.108 It seems that one of the most significant roles that an aristocratic woman could perform in public sacrificial processions was also carried out by nearly any woman in the context of the cemetery. Instead of the barley, first fruits, and sacrificial knives of the kanephoroi, these women bear long baskets full of the trappings of mourning: vessels to be used and left as offerings, gifts with more personal significance, and garlands of various materials.

The importance of fabric sashes in conceptions of funeral behavior is bolstered if we rewind the ritual clock, as it were, to an earlier phase in the process, the prothesis. In scenes of the laying out of the body, we find the devotional media familiar from cemeteries in use.109 The activities at the graveside are also connected back to the domestic life of women through scenes showing the preparation of the funerary basket (Fig. 3).110

Mourning is brought into the other parts of a woman’s life through the objects and activities that we know also appeared at the tomb. Packing a basket itself becomes part of the devotional act; the bonds tying people to the invisible dead were reconstituted through devotional media even before crossing the threshold of the home.111

While it seems likely that many Athenian women would have draped cloth sashes in the context of mourning acts, a smaller portion would be familiar with carrying them in the baskets of sacrificial processions. Part of this responsibility included garlanding the sacrificial animal. Fabric strips were likewise draped on columns, stelae, and altars. Athenian comedies describe shrines covered in stemmata and Euripides’ Ion mentions the sacred garlands at Delphi.112 For ancient devotees, garlands were wrapped up in their relationships with holy powers.

Much like Menander’s women who ‘crowned the Nymphs’ and assiduously garlanded shrines, women visiting gravesides with baskets of ribbons and ceramics interacted with the dead just as they maintained the physical space. Tainiai and stemmata, then, served as devotional media in sanctuaries as well as in cemeteries. It is possible that the garlanding and beribboning of shrines might be dismissed as simply decoration, as an honorary
crown of sorts, a marker of something special, an act of adornment. In fact, the ribbon is often considered an object heavy with the overtones of male victory, athletic competitions, and public honors. Rather than the sacrificial beast, the shrine, or the grave marker, it is the male body itself that is covered in fabric garlands. In much smaller numbers, images show women being presented with tainiai during wedding preparation scenes. The connections between female reception of sashes and marriage is supported by, for example, an alabastron depicting a man presenting a fabric strip to a woman with a kalathos basket, together with the notation “the bride is beautiful.”

Ultimately, the lengths of fabric would have been an item intimately familiar to the hands and skin of women. Most visual culture (especially lekythoi) support this sort of phenomenological interpretation; the strip of fabric and the human hand were conceptually linked, so that we can assume the presentation of a simple fabric sash was a meaningful act. Not only was the giving of the strip important, but so was the tying of it. The elaborate bows and knots into which they were tided seem as iconic as the single fabric sash draped in a hand.

Tying a strip of fabric in a sanctuary was presumably an activity open to everyone, regardless of social station or civic role. Moreover, the tainia’s frequency in domestic scenes is especially interesting, given that the women whom we see holding the draped fillet in their hands may have also have been the very people to weave them.

This connection is perhaps strengthened by the inclusion of the kalathos, the weaving basket, in many of the scenes, as well as small looms. Bundrick notes that depictions of weaving women reflect fifth-century rhetoric stressing female contribution to the polis and oikos; we could probably make similar conclusions about weavers contributing to the religious health of the family. Yet, it is important that our focus on visual metaphor not lose sight of personal experience. When intended for holy figures, the preparation of wool and the crossing of strings on a loom might also constitute a form of personal piety, even if it was minor, mundane and banal in nature. Similarly, the weaving of the shroud to cover the deceased was a procedure that continuously reinforced the relationship between a woman and the dead.

Similar to the crude carving of Archedmus or the gardening of Pantakles, the labor at the loom becomes a devotional activity. Mourning activities are indicative; the hours spent carding the wool and weaving the sashes become combined in women’s memories and bodies with the solemn moments spent sitting beside fabric-draped corpses, with the careful packing of the cemetery basket, and with the task of wrapping colorful sashes around cold gravestones.

Final Conclusions

The common, ubiquitous, and even handmade tainiai illustrate the ability of devotional media to bring ‘religion’ into all the places and times of women’s lives, from the most momentous and emotionally distraught to the most commonplace: the cemetery, the shrine, the weaving room, and elsewhere. In contrast to special votives so often emphasized in theoretical discussions, these small, cheap objects connect us to the daily life, concerns, and experience of women. Used in the creation and maintenance of relationships, they show us that some of the devotional expressions utilized when engaging the gods and heroes were also used when engaging the dead.
Rather than acting simply as a physical expression of the immaterial or as a vessel for semiotic meanings, material culture shaped the phenomenological experience of anxious, grateful, bored, or adoring Athenians, whatever the realities of their situations. Although a great deal of theoretical debate has centered on the body politic and the city-state as the organizing force of Greek religion, the private and personal piety of individuals should not be overlooked, nor established as a binary opposition to the public. Exercising (or struggling for) their own agency and fashioning their own encounters with gods and heroes, some Athenians experienced a religious way of being that can be described as devotional. Just as material culture studies have begun to transform religious models in other disciplines, a similar examination of Greek evidence suggests that ancient peoples employed material culture when developing remarkably intimate relationships with holy figures. Present in the daily experience of individuals, these sacred beings existed beyond the sanctuary and ritual time, responding to (or ignoring) the needs of devotees who hoped to face their day-to-day struggles with the help of invisible powers.

Fig. 1. Portrait of Archedamus with tools, altars, and offering shelves. Cave of the Nymphs, Vari, Attica. 400 BCE.

Photo: Jacquelyn H. Clements.
Fig. 2. Attic white-ground lekythos showing visitors at tomb of athlete, 460 BCE. By the Vouni Painter: New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art 35.11.5.
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Fig. 3. Women preparing the funerary basket before visiting the tomb. By the Timokrates Painter, 470 BCE. Athens, NM 1929.
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Devotionalism, Material Culture, and the Personal in Greek Religion

ABSTRACTS

Despite emphasis on public, ritual-centered aspects of ancient practice, Greek images and objects attest to private and personal encounters with divinities. This paper uses archaeological evidence to explore personal, lived features of ancient Athenian religious life. Although sometimes described as ‘transactional’, the development of personal relationships with the gods, together with the manipulation of material things, appears to be one of the most prominent elements in Greek religious experience. This paper examines religious materiality and devotional behavior as it existed outside of organizing systems, ritual, and sacred space. Greek evidence suggests that material culture was ‘religion’ in physical form, part of devotees’ methods for developing remarkably intimate relationships with holy figures in a process termed ‘devotionalism.’ Athenian women used a commonplace item from daily life as a form of religious media: the tainia (ribbon). Women employed them in all the places of their lives, including homes, festival sites, and shrines. Pottery also suggests that Athenians employed such devotional media to interact with the deceased in cemeteries.

Malgré l’accent porté sur les aspects publics, ritualistes de la pratique ancienne, les images et les objets grecs attestent des rencontres privées et personnelles avec des dieux. Cet article recourt à la documentation archéologique pour explorer les traits personnels, vécus, de la vie religieuse de l’Athènes attique. Bien qu’elles soient parfois décrites comme des « transactions », le développement des relations personnelles avec les dieux et de la manipulation de choses matérielles semble être l’un des éléments les plus saillants de l’expérience religieuse des Grecs. Cette étude examine la matérialité religieuse et l’attitude dévotionnelle telle qu’elle existait en dehors de systèmes rituels organisés et des espaces sacrés. La documentation grecque suggère que la culture matérielle était « de la religion » sous forme physique et une part des méthodes des dévots pour développer des relations remarquablement intimes avec des figures sacrées dans un processus appelé « dévotionalisme ». Les femmes athéniennes utilisaient un objet commun de la vie quotidienne comme une forme de médium religieux: la tainia (ruban). Les femmes l’employaient dans tous les lieux de leur vie, y compris les maisons, les lieux de fêtes et les sanctuaires. La céramique suggère que les Athéniens ont employé de tels média dévotionnels pour interagir avec les défunt dans les cimetières.